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Product data sheet

Technical parameters
 ▪ External size (LxW): 2140x1080x(750-900)mm

 ▪ Height(without mattress): 580-790mm(±10mm)

 ▪ Back-rest Adjustment: 0-70°

 ▪ Reverse Trendelenburg: 0-6°

 ▪ Trendelenburg: 0-6.5°

 ▪ Overall height adjustment: 750mm-900mm ±10mm

 ▪ Leg-rest Adjustment: 0-60°

 ▪ Power supply:  AC220V

 ▪ Input power:  250VA

Technical configuration
 ☑ Mattress 1 pc

 ☑ Basin 1 pc

 ☑ Hand controller 1 pc

 ☑ Handle  2pcs

 ☑ Leg Support  2pcs

 ☑ Castors  4pcs

 ☑ Central Locking Pedal  2pcs
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QUALITY CONTROL
SAIKAng medical, as a pioneer in the field of medical furniture, always choose branded suppliers strictly to ensure the 
safety and reliability of raw material. SAIKAng adopt robot welding, automatic epoxy coating. efficient assembly line, 
dedicated operator, rigorous quality control, only to guarantee SAIKAng's commitment on quality

Design
The overall design is humanized 
and modern, and it is an obstetric 
and disease comprehensive 
bed integrating obstetric bed, 
hospital bed, examination bed and 
operating bed.

Paintwork
The surface of the bed body is 
treated with electrostatic spraying, 
full anti-rust treatment, anti-aging, 
not easy to rust, antibacterial and 
environmentally friendly.

Bed material
The bed frame is welded by 
30*60mm, ≥1.5mm high-quality 
rectangular steel, beautiful and 
burr-free, with strong bearing 
capacity. It can bear up to 200kg.

Welding｜Craftsmanship
The overall welding is adopted by 
the robot, and the appearance is 
smooth, stable and reliable.

Back-rest
The back section can be raised and lowered to assist 
pregnant women to sit and stand, and relieve the 
pressure of pregnant women during labor.

Leg-rest
The leg section can be lifted and lowered to assist 
pregnant women to give birth smoothly, and the 
posture can be adjusted arbitrarily, such as sitting, 
kneeling, lying down, and squatting.

Trendelenburg&Reverse Trendelenburg
Electric control is used for trendelenburg and reverse 
trendelenburg.

Height Adjustment
The overall height of the bed body can be adjusted 
to facilitate the adjustment of the height of the bed, 
which is more suitable for nursing staff to take care of 
pregnant women.
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Caster
It adopts high-grade silent 
polyurethane wear-resistant 
casters with a diameter of 
125±5mm, which are silent 
and wear-resistant, and move 
smoothly. The built-in fully 
enclosed self-sliding bearing; one 
foot brake, four wheel brake.

Guardrail
Imported PP one-time molding 
guardrail, double hydraulic rods, 
beautiful and easy to clean.

Bed surface
Made of high-grade leather, it 
is comfortable and beautiful. 
The pink bed surface design can 
relieve the psychological pressure 
of parturients; the 8cm thick high-
density sponge is comfortable 
and elastic.

Head & foot board
European-style head and foot 
board, resistant to fading and 
aging, high strength, easy to clean, 
firm and strong; hidden locking 
switch, stable and reliable, easy to 
disassemble, more suitable for the 
concept of a family-oriented and 
warm delivery room.

Leg support
Manual multi-angle adjustment, 
more convenient to use.

Handle
The power-assisted handle can be 
adjusted at multiple angles, and 
the humanized design is safer and 
more convenient.

Central locking system
The side central control brake 
system makes the delivery bed 
more stable.

Motor and controller
Brand L&K dC motor lifting system, 
constant speed, quiet, no static, 
safe voltage (24V).

Mattress
High-density foam mattress, not 
removable. The u-shaped incision 
design at the buttocks is more 
convenient for doctors to operate.

Basin
The stainless steel dirt basin is 
standard, strong and durable, 
easy to clean, easy to install and 
disassemble.
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uSA
Saikang Medical Technology, Inc.
17800 Castleton St Ste 180,
City of Industry, 91748, California.
Tel.: +1 949648 2776

united Kingdom
UK Healthward International Ltd.
dept. 111, 196 High Road Wood 
green, n22 8HH, London.
Tel.: +44 2032399738

Russia
Saikang Medical Russia LLC
Truda 174,
454080 Chelyabinsk.
Tel.: +7 (351) 214 5566 / 8811 / 1516

East Africa
Saikang Medical Solutions Ltd.
Viraj Complex unit 3, Mombasa 
Road, P.O. Box 14262-00800, nairobi.
Kenya. 
Tel.: +254 733 704 690

Middle East
Saikang Medical Supplies LLC
X22-S03 England Cluster,  
International City, dubai.
united Arab Emirates.
Tel.: +20 128 8962497
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